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Abstract 

Medical appointments booking applications allow an easy way of accessing information about a 

healthcare provider like the possibility to see the CV of a medical health professional, an easy 

acquisition of a healthcare service or being able to see other patients reviews of the service. This 

thesis describes the development of a mobile application for MedClick, having mobile marketing as a 

main feature of it. This mobile application will be an extension of the MedClick online platform which 

will be a medical care appointment booking service, once the platform is fully functional and deployed 

to the public. This thesis explores the various possibilities of mobile marketing within the application 

and reviews User Interface (UI) and User Experience (UX) guidelines to provide the best user 

experience possible. The mobile marketing side of the application will be used to offer the patient 

suggestions for booking an appointment based on location, medical history and recent searches on 

the application. Regarding the User Experience, multiple efforts were made like simplifying the medical 

appointment booking process, presenting an onboard screen for easier user interaction and prioritizing 

all possible interactions before asking for a login. 
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Resumo 

 

Aplicações de marcação de consultas médicas permitem, de uma forma simples, aceder a informação 

sobre um prestador de cuidados de saúde. Informações como a possibilidade de consultar o CV do 

profissional médico assim como criticas de outros pacientes ou a fácil marcação de um serviço 

médico. Esta tese descreve o desenvolvimento de uma aplicação móvel para a plataforma MedClick, 

tendo o marketing móvel como funcionalidade principal. Esta aplicação móvel será uma extensão da 

plataforma Medclick, que será um serviço de marcação de consultas médicas, assim que a 

plataforma esteja completamente funcional e disponível para o público. Esta tese explora as várias 

possibilidades de marketing móvel dentro da aplicação e analisa toda a Interface do Utilizador e os 

guias de Experiência de Utilização para garantir ao paciente a melhor experiência possível. A secção 

de marketing móvel irá oferecer ao paciente sugestões para marcar consultas médicas baseadas na 

sua localização, histórico médico e recentes pesquisas na aplicação. Em relação à Experiência de 

Utilização foram realizadas várias medidas para simplificar o processo de marcação de uma consulta 

médica, apresentar um ecrã inicial que descreva ao utilizador todas as funções da aplicação e foi 

priorizada toda a interação do utilizador que não necessite de autenticação. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, people are becoming more proactive and more self-conscious when it comes to health. 

One way to make health services more available to the everyday user is to use modern technologies. 

Modern customers in most industries are already accustomed to frictionless booking, whether that is 

getting a rideshare or booking a hotel. 

Medical services (web platforms or mobile applications) have arrived to allow an easy way of 

accessing information about a healthcare provider like the possibility to see the CV of a medical health 

professional, an easy acquisition of a healthcare service or being able to see other patients reviews of 

the service. These applications also allow features that overcome problems like patient’s 

transportation, large waiting lists to perform a medical appointment and provide the user the power to 

search for the service easily and anywhere. 

 

1.1. Motivation 

There are already some medical booking applications on the market, however most only provide 

appointments in their own healthcare provider and few take advantage of the technologies available in 

mobile devices nowadays, like the location sensor and the ability to start the interaction with the user.  

With this in mind, this thesis was focused on developing a mobile application for MedClick 

having mobile marketing as a main feature of it. This mobile application will be an extension of the 

MedClick online platform which will be a medical care appointment booking service, once the platform 

is fully functional and deployed to the public.  

The development of this application was fulfilling because it will help not only several Portuguese 

health care providers but also its users, in an important subject such as Health. 

 

1.2. Objectives 

MedClick will provide to the users of the platform a fast and user friendly way to find a health 

professional across multiple medical service providers. The patients will be able to book the 

appointment based on date, location, price, insurance providers or customer reviews and the goal is 

for the service to be available online and on smartphones and tablets.  

The mobile marketing on the application will be used to offer the patient suggestions for 

booking an appointment based on location, medical history and recent searches on the application. 
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Together with mobile marketing, this application will follow some User Interface (UI) guidelines 

from the makers of the mobile operating systems the application will be developed to, in this case 

Android and iOS. It will also gather feedback from test users in order to enrich the User Experience 

(UX) and make the experience of booking an appointment the easiest and fastest possible. 

 

1.3. Thesis Outline 

This thesis has a structure composed of 6 chapters and an Appendix and is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 includes an overview of the background investigated for the development of this 

thesis. It contains research about frameworks to develop the application in, an overview about mobile 

marketing strategies, an analysis on user interface and user experience guidelines and a comparison 

between similar medical care appointment booking applications. 

Chapter 3 describes all the requirements of the solution, with the application context, its 

proposed requirements and the use cases.  

Chapter 4 defines the approach to handle the problem, the process of searching for a medical 

appointment, the importance of an onboarding screen, why the search process is prioritized, how 

notifications work and how the solution logs the user information on the platform.  

Chapter 5 provides a description of the two evaluation methodologies, and its respective 

results.  

Chapter 6 summarizes the developed work, presents the respective conclusions, reveals the 

main limitations of this thesis and suggests improvements for future work. 

The Appendix A includes the log of the Iterative Testing performed in the early development of 

the application.  
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2. Background 

This chapter is composed of several sections that show all the research and analysis performed that 

corresponds to all the knowledge obtained to reach the solution definition. 

 

2.1. Frameworks 

The goal for the MedClick mobile application is to be available in the two most popular mobile 

operating systems in the world, iOS and Android [1]. One way to make this possible would be to code 

natively for both operating systems, however this would be very time consuming because it is the 

same as creating two different applications in two different programing languages and with two 

different frameworks, in this case XCode for iOS and Android Studio for Android, for the same 

purpose. Other way to make the solution possible is to use a cross-platform development framework. 

Cross-platform mobile application development frameworks have emerged with the goal of 

simplify the development of cross-platform mobile applications, reduce the development, maintenance 

costs and the time-to-market of the applications. With these frameworks, the developer is able to 

share the code between the platforms, achieving the principle of “code once, deploy everywhere”. 

 

2.1.1. Adobe PhoneGap 

Adobe PhoneGap [2] is a development framework to build applications for mobile devices using CSS, 

HTML and JavaScript code and then deploy it to multiple mobile platforms without losing features of a 

native application. In order to achieve this, the framework provides a API (Application Programming 

Interface) to access the native operating system functionalities using JavaScript. The programmer 

codes the application logic using JavaScript and the PhoneGap API handles the communication with 

the native operating system. The core engine for PhoneGap is open source, under the Apache 

Cordova project [3]. The user interface layer of a PhoneGap application uses a web browser view that 

takes up to 100% of the screen. 

 

2.1.2.  Xamarin 

Xamarin [4] is a cross platform development framework to build mobile applications using C#. The 

framework has two major platforms: Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android. These are the C# object 

libraries that give developers access to iOS SDK (Software Development Kit) and the Android SDK, 

respectively. With these platforms the developer can share part of the codebase to create iOS and 

Android applications, however the visual aspects have to be developed specifically for each operating 
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system. There is also Xamarin.Forms, which gives the most development efficiency, enabling the 

developer to share almost 100% of the code and user interface between both operating systems, at 

the expense of application file size efficiency and performance. 

XCode and Android Studio are required for the application compilation and as the application 

grows, compilation time lasts longer. 

 

2.1.3.  React Native 

React Native [5] is a JavaScript framework for developing mobile applications for iOS and Android. It’s 

based on React, Facebook’s JavaScript library for building user interfaces, but instead of targeting the 

browser, it targets mobile platforms. React Native applications are written using a mixture of 

JavaScript and XML like markup, known as JSX. In order to behave like a native application, React 

Native invokes the native rendering APIs in Objective-C (for iOS) or Java (for Android). With this, the 

application will render using real mobile user interface components, not web views, and will look and 

feel like a native mobile application [6].  

The easiest way to start a React Native project is to use the Expo toolchain [7]. It allows the 

programmer to start a project without installing or configuring any tools to build native code - no 

XCode or Android Studio installation required. In order to use system functionalities, Expo contains the 

Expo SDK, which is a native-and-JavaScript library which provides access to the device's system 

functionality (the camera, contacts, local storage, and other hardware). 

 

2.2. Mobile Marketing 

“Mobile marketing refers to the two or multi-way communication and promotion of an offer between a 

firm and its customers using a mobile medium, device, or technology” [8].  This is a different way of 

communicating with the customers, not just waiting for the customer to interact with the company 

mobile application for example, but giving incentives to use it [9]. Mobile marketing can provide 

customers with time, location sensitive and personalized information that promotes goods, services 

and ideas. 

 

2.2.1.  Location based services 

These marketing campaigns work by giving the user promotions or information based on location [10]. 

For a clothing brand for example, if the user decides to share its location to the application, the user 

could receive an alert when near one of the brand stores, offering some kind of discount. Other 

example is for traffic or weather application, that can transmit information without the user having to 

search for it. These alerts can be received in the application via push notification, or via SMS or email. 
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2.2.2.  Services based on personalized information 

These services act very similarly to the location based ones but instead of relying on the user’s 

location, they rely on the information about the user. Using the same example of a clothing store, if the 

company wants to do a promotion on a women’s item, and they have information about the gender of 

its application users, they can send an alert just to the female audience about said promotion. With 

this the company does not reach all user base but avoids annoying customers that most likely are not 

interested in that promotion. 

 

2.2.3.  Gamification 

It is the use of game design elements to enhance non-game goods and services by increasing 

customer value and encouraging value-creating behaviors such as increased consumption, greater 

loyalty, engagement, or product advocacy. One example is discounts or free products a user can 

receive by using the brand application. It can be confused with loyalty programs, however gamification 

distinguishes itself by providing added social and motivational benefits through usage, like competing 

with friends for goals and leaderboard placements. 

 

2.2.4.  Referral marketing 

Relying on probably the oldest marketing strategy, word of mouth, referral marketing is the method of 

promoting products or services to new customers through existing customers. This works by giving 

current customers an incentive to invite more users to the platform/application/service. Referral 

programs are a good method to define consumer satisfaction. Major advantages of referral marketing 

programs as compared with traditional marketing programs include greater credibility of friend/family 

member recommendations over paid advertisements [11]. 

 

2.2.5.  Onboarding  

The concept of Onboarding comes from the human resources sphere and it is aimed at helping 

newcomers adapting their new reality and getting comfortable with new task. 

In the context of mobile applications, user Onboarding is the process of providing instructions 

and highlighting key benefits and features of the application to the user, when the user launches the 

application for the first time, via a set of example screens. This process bases itself on the premise 

that users won’t use your application if they don’t understand it. This way the users feel quickly 

familiarized with the application and can find more easily the features they need. Another benefit is to 
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improve application retention, which means users will continue to use the application over a certain 

period of time [12]. 

When working on user Onboarding, it is important to establish the most relevant features to 

the user because the information needs to be transmitted in the easiest and simplest way possible. 

Users don’t like to spend much time learning how the product works before actually starting to interact 

with it. If the amount of information that the Onboarding tutorial tries to transmit to the user is too 

much, it will have the reverse result. In other words, it can make the user more confused.  

 

2.2.6.  Shareable Content 

Having shareable content inside the application and using social networks is another way of marketing 

a mobile application, grow the brand user base and enhance engagement. Similar to Referral 

Marketing described in 2.2.4, it also consists in word of mouth, relying in the current users to promote 

and talk about the application to their friends and followers. However, the main difference is that the 

current user does not receive any incentive to share that content. Instead, the application relies on 

having such good user experience and such value to the users that they would want to recommend it 

to their closed ones and acquaintances.  

 

2.2.7.  App Store Rating 

The App Store rating is essential in an application, as positive ratings and reviews can lead to more 

downloads because the opinion of other customers have a great impact on new users. Besides that, it 

gives the developer insight into real world usage that helps direct future updates. One way to increase 

the number of App Store ratings is to implement a nonintrusive way of asking the user for a review. 

The best way to obtain positive ratings is for the user to have a great overall experience when using 

the application, however is also important to ask for feedback at appropriate times, preferably after the 

user has demonstrated engagement with the application. It is also important not to interrupt the user 

and only ask for feedback when the request makes sense. Lastly, the developer should not ask 

repeatedly for a review, because it may negatively influence the user opinion of the application.  

 

2.3. User interface (UI) / User Experience (UX) 

When developing a mobile application, one of the most important aspects of it is the user interface and 

user experience. What the user sees and feels when using the application can determine the success 

of it. The application might do what a user needs but if it does it in a very unintuitive way, does it slow 

or confusingly, users will stop using it.  
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2.3.1.  User Testing 

User testing should be performed on every project because even the best product designer cannot 

predict every possible action and interaction of the user. The best way to ensure a good User 

Experience is to have insights from the users themselves. It allows the designers to identify resistance 

and flaws in the user experience they are designing. This way, that design flaw can be addressed 

before entering in production or being deployed. Usually, the sooner the user testing starts, the better 

it is to find problems with the solution proposed and solve them with less work required.  

 

2.3.2.  Mobile Applications User Experience Design 

There is no single definition of a good user experience. A good user experience is one that meets a 

particular user’s needs in the specific context of using the product. However, there are some overall 

principles to ensure that a mobile application has a good experience. 

First of all, when designing native platforms, the designer should respect the platform and 

consistently refer to the native operating system design guidelines. Popular mobile operating systems 

are now providing usability guidelines which focus mainly on maintaining coherent interaction and 

presentation through applications over the whole platform. For iOS there are Apple’s Human Interface 

Guidelines [13] and for Android there is Google’s Material Design Guidelines [14].  

According to Apple, the iOS Guidelines differentiate themselves from other platforms in three 

primary themes: Clarity, Deference and Depth. The first one makes sure the application has legible 

text at every size, icons are precise and interface elements highlight in a subtle way the important and 

interactive content. The second one refers to fluid and simple interface to help the user interact with 

the content. Content should fill the entire screen while blur or translucency means there is more 

content to be revealed. The last one focus on depth, mainly with transitions when the user navigates 

through content. They also appeal to a consistent application, that implements familiar native interface 

elements, icons, text styles and uniform terminology, and keeping the user informed all times with 

feedback to every user action. 

Google differently to Apple, didn’t create a design language only for its mobile operating 

system but for all its application across all platforms. This design language is called Material Design 

and it is meant to be a set of design principles that apply across device types and arbitrary software 

versions. In this Material Design world, the primary surface is a piece of paper, like a card, that can 

grow and shrink. Other pieces of paper can appear on the screen but always with some kind of 

transition. Material Design user interfaces exist in a 3D environment, achieving it by using light, 

surfaces and shadows. All elements move horizontally, vertically and at varying depth [15].  

But only following the design guidelines won’t result automatically in a good user experience. 

Other good principle to keep in mind is to always design for the customer benefit. This means that in 

every use case the designer should focus on how it will benefit the customer. With this, the designer 
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should prioritize features because adding as many features as possible will rarely result in a better 

experience. It is better for the application to be simple with a refined experience around its core 

objectives and not clutter the user interface with too much information. “Perfection is achieved, not 

when there is nothing more to add, but when there is nothing left to take away” [16]. 

 

2.4. Analysis of Medical Appointments Booking 

Applications 

There are several applications already available to the patients, that can schedule Medical 

Appointments. However, all have different features and characteristics. This analysis consists of the 

strong and weak points of each one, highlighting them in order to improve the solution proposed. 

 

2.4.1. My CUF 

My CUF [17] is an electronic health record portal for the private health care institution CUF. It gives its 

users an online members area that offer several functionalities and information about their history in 

CUF’s clinics and hospitals. In this members’ area, the user can schedule new appointments or 

exams, having the option to choose the health center, insurance plan, the specialty and the health 

professional. After selecting those options, if there are vacancies available, the user is able to choose 

the date of the appointment from a calendar screen with a weekly view. If not, it is presented a screen 

where it is asked the preferences of the patient for a booking request. 

The portal also gives access to previous appointments and exams where the patient can see 

the report made by the health professional. Other functionalities include waiting times in all CUF’s 

clinics and hospitals, a tab where the patient can see its medical prescriptions, a map to check where 

the nearby pharmacies are, a section to review previous appointments invoices.  It also includes, in 

the home tab, links to the latest 3 articles of the “+Saúde”, CUF’s blog. 

My CUF portal keeps track of the user history in the CUF’s hospitals and clinics and in order to 

be accessible to users and patients of all age groups it has a feature to manage multiple accounts. In 

this feature, the user can add and manage any descendant so that they have a separate account with 

all the features while being under aged for example. Other option is to give a third party the ability to 

access multiple sections of the portal like booking appointments and exams, checking the patient 

history and review prescriptions or appointment invoices. This latter option is optimal to elderly patient 

or patients that are not comfortable in using new technologies but have a relative that can take care of 

those tasks for them. 

The My CUF portal is available online as a web portal or as an iOS or Android application. All 

the functionalities are available in all platforms in the same or very similar user interface. This can be 
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an advantage because the user sees the same design layout and has the same user experience 

whether on a computer or on a mobile device. However, this can lead to a bad user experience on 

mobile, mainly on iOS.  

In both mobile operating systems guidelines, it is recommended to use bottom navigation bars 

to allow movement between primary destinations in an application [18,19]. The reasoning behind this 

is that the bottom of the screen is the most comfortable area to reach with one-handed or one-thumb 

interactions and therefore the place to put important top level and frequently used actions, in this case 

home, booking an appointment, exams and user profile. In spite of this, it is also common on Android 

to use a tab bar at the top of the screen, like the My CUF application uses, with “Facebook” being the 

most famous application to follow this (having different designs depending on the operating system, 

bottom bar on iOS and top bar on Android [20]). One of the reasons to have the top bar on Android is 

the software system buttons already on the bottom of the screen, which combined with the bottom 

navigation bar can make that part of the screen too dense and increase the chance of mistouch. So 

this implantation may be familiar on Android but not as much on iOS, being this the reason it can 

cause some confusion to longtime iOS users. 

In 824 reviews on the Google Play Store it has a total score of 3.7 stars out of 5. On the Apple 

App Store the application has less ratings, 55, and it has a lower score of 3.0 stars out of 5. Most of 

the negative written reviews are about the login process because the user is forced to login each time 

they open the application. There is an option to set a pin code or fingerprint authentication which 

makes sense for an application with sensible user data like this one, however, reviewers reported that 

this functionality is not working properly.  

 

2.4.2.  Zocdoc 

Zocdoc [21] is an online medical care appointment booking service that provides an easy way to 

search for medical facilities and professionals based on location and specialty. It acts like the 

previously mentioned My CUF portal but with multiple medical care providers. In this service the 

patient can search for a medical appointment specifying the specialty, location, date and insurance. It 

is then presented a detailed list with the health professionals of the chosen specialty in the chosen 

location with appointments available starting from the date the user input in the previous screen. The 

user has the option to cycle through the days the health professionals are available, to get a map view 

of where the health professionals medical facilities are and to filter even more the options, by gender, 

hours availability, language and health professionals who see children or not. When selecting a health 

professional, the application shows the user multiple time slots to book the appointment, where are the 

medical facilities of the health professional (the user can choose which one if there are more than 

one), patient written reviews of the health professional with separate ratings for waiting times and 

bedside manners, the health professional’s professional statement, the languages spoken and the 

education of the health professional. 
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Besides the search functionality, the application also has a tab to check past and future 

appointments, a tab to view all the health professionals the patient had an appointment with, a settings 

tab and a well guide tab. In the latter one, the user is presented with a series of wellness 

recommendations like having an eye health exam every two years for example. This helps the user by 

keeping track of the dates of the required exams and reminding the user if a new exam or appointment 

is recommended.  

Zocdoc service is available online as a web portal or as an iOS or Android application. It has 

all the functionalities available in all platforms but with interfaces that adapt to the system. In the web, 

the service adapts to the screen size, showing more or less content depending on the width and 

height of the browser window. In the iOS app it has a bottom navigation bar with the main 

functionalities as recommended by the operating system guidelines. However, in the Android app it 

uses the also common for this operating system top tab bar, which as previously said can help to 

prevent mistouches in the lower part of the screen in phones that have system on-screen buttons. 

That’s the main difference in the application between the two mobile operating systems, so the user 

should expect a native user experience in both. 

With so much information presented in the web version it could be expected to have an 

overcomplicated mobile application. However, despite having all functionalities, Zocdoc achieves it in 

an intuitive, native and simple way, not damaging the mobile user experience. 

In 6330 reviews on the Google Play Store it has a total score of 4.5 stars out of 5. On the 

Apple App Store the application has less ratings, 3200, but it has a higher score of 4.7 stars out of 5. 

This means most users enjoy their experience while using the application and it meets their 

expectations. 

 

2.4.3.  Knok 

Knok [22] is a platform, only accessible via a mobile application on Android and iOS, that lets its users 

schedule a medical appointment at their home. This allows the users to avoid the waiting rooms in a 

health center and also transportation problems. Another very useful feature of this platform is the 

ability to choose the health professional for the appointment. When in need of medical attention, the 

patient sets its location on the application and it is presented with a list of the nearby health 

professionals. That was one of the main objectives of this platform, besides the easy booking of home 

health appointments. Users can then check the health professional’s distance to the given location, 

price of the appointment, spoken languages, rating, professional experience, academic background 

and interests and choose accordingly to their needs.  

The application has the same user interface in both iOS and Android, using a very simple and 

minimalistic design. The ease of use of the application extends to the interface, where most functions 

are on the lower part of the screen, facilitating the one-handed or one-thumb interactions improving 

the user experience on both platforms. 
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In 46 reviews on the Google Play Store it has a total score of 4.3 stars out of 5, with written 

reviews expressing how useful is the application. On the Apple App Store the application has less 

ratings, only 15, but it keeps the score in 4.2 stars out of 5. This means most users enjoy their 

experience while using the application and it meets their expectations. 

 

2.4.4.  Joaquim Chaves Saúde 

Joaquim Chaves Saúde [23] is an electronic health record portal for the private health care institution 

Joaquim Chaves. It is very similar to the previously mentioned My CUF in terms of functionality. Its 

main functionalities are booking medical appointments, results of previous exams, medical history and 

information about Joaquim Chaves Clinics. The booking process starts with choosing the clinic to have 

the appointment. Just after selecting the clinic, the user is presented with a lot more options like 

insurance, specialty, type of appointment (subsection of specialty), the health professional and the 

date, with the option to choose which days of the week are preferred and at what time. In the next 

screen the user can book the appointment from a calendar with a weekly view.  

There is information about the health professionals of the institution, however there is not a 

main tab for accessing it. To access it the user has to go to the clinics menu, choose a clinic and only 

there is presented an option to select a health professional. From there the patient can check the 

health professional’s CV but there is no option to give a rating or review. 

The Joaquim Chaves Saúde portal is available online as a web portal or as an iOS or Android 

application. However, not all functionalities are available in all platforms and the design is very different 

from the web portal to the mobile applications. Search and date filters are the main features of the web 

portal not present on mobile. Besides the different design, not even the menu options are the same on 

the different platforms, and there are menus that are the same but have a different name. It is a good 

thing to be on all platforms possible in order to reach the highest number of users possible, however 

having such different designs of the same platform could be confusing to the user and not providing 

the best user experience. 

In both mobile operating systems, the application looks exactly the same, having some 

questionable design decisions like having a “hamburger button” on the right side of the screen to open 

the navigation drawer on the left [24]. 

In 49 reviews on the Google Play Store it has a total score of 3.1 stars out of 5. On the Apple 

App Store the application has less ratings, only 16, but it has a higher score of 3.6 stars out of 5. 

Users seem to give either 5 stars or 1 star which could mean that there are some critical bugs but 

when the application works users enjoy their experience. 
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2.4.5.  Comparative Analysis 

Table 1 presents a comparative analysis of all the services described above: 

Table 1. Systems Features 

 Service 

Functionalities My CUF Zocdoc Knok Joaquim Chaves 

Saúde 

Medical Appointment 

Type 

In provider Multiple provider At home/video In provider 

Health professional CV Yes Yes No Yes1 

Rating No Yes Yes No 

Insurance Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Patient History Yes Yes Yes2 Yes 

Platforms Web, iOS, 

Android 

Web, iOS, 

Android 

iOS, Android Web, iOS, 

Android 

Recommendation to 

users 

Yes3 Yes No No 

 

1 Not working in the majority of health professionals 

2 There seems to be a section for it but it shows just a blank page 

3 Not user specific, just general health articles 

 

From all the information presented in Table 1 is possible to conclude that the service who can reach 

more people is Zocdoc because it is not restricted to a single medical provider, has all the features 

mentioned and is available in every platform. All services have agreements with insurance and keep 

track of the patient appointment history. Both My CUF and Joaquim Chaves Saúde, the two services 

that only offer appointments in their own medical facilities, have the same main functionalities, the only 

difference being the recommendations made to its patients and the design of the applications and web 

portal. 
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3. Requirements 

The objective of this thesis is to create a mobile application for the MedClick platform having mobile 

marketing integrated with it. This mobile application will be an extension of the Medclick online 

platform, a medical care appointment booking service. In this chapter, it is described the whole 

process since the idea of the solution, the requirements to make it possible and its use cases. 

 

3.1. Application Context 

The concept of the MedClick platform already exists: it will be a web platform in which users will be 

able to schedule medical appointments based on date, location, price, insurance providers and 

customer reviews. The idea for the mobile application is to integrate all the functionality the web 

platform will provide and enhancing it with mobile marketing techniques. This will add value to the 

whole MedClick platform, that in this way can reach more users and in different devices, giving the 

user the ability to do same task regardless of the device used. It will also take advantage of the 

location sensors of mobile devices to facilitate in the medical appointment search process and in 

providing the user with useful push notifications. 

 

3.2. Proposed Requirements 

The Medclick mobile application will have to integrate the main features of the Medclick platform. 

Those are: 

• Searching for a medical appointment -  The user, authenticated or not, can search for a 

medical appointment by specialty, location, date, health professional, price, insurance 

providers or customer reviews. It is not required authentication for this feature, to allow for a 

wider user base and for a better user experience, not having to login or sign up before 

exploring anything on the application; 

 

• Booking a medical appointment – After reviewing all the previous point parameters, location, 

date, health professional, price, insurance providers and reviews, and selecting an available 

time slot for the appointment, the user is required to login or sign up in order to book the 

appointment; 
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• History of medical appointments – The authenticated user can review all the previews 

attended appointments. In this section will also appear the future appointments so that the 

user can keep track and cancel them if needed. 

 

• Alerts for future appointments – The application sends a push notification to the user when the 

appointment date is close to make sure the user did not forget about it.  

 

• Mobile Marketing – Depending on the mobile marketing campaign available in the Medclick 

platform, the application sends a push notification to the user on the following scenarios: 

 

o Based on search history – If the user, authenticated or not, searches for the same 

specialty appointment multiple times, the application could send a push notification of 

a price drop of the appointment or of a new health professional in the specialty. 

o Based on location – The application sends a push notification if there is a special 

promotion in some clinic in the user’s location. 

o Based on medical history – In the User’s profile area, the users can input the last time 

they went on a certain specialty appointment. Then the application can suggest a new 

appointment when the recommended time is surpassed. 

 

3.3. Use Cases 

3.3.1.  Search for Medical Appointments 

 

Fig. 1. Searching for Appointment Use Case 
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Use Case  Search for Medical Appointment 

Actors • Anonymous / Authenticated Patient 

• Medclick Platform 

Main Flow 
 

1. Patient searches for medical appointment in the 
application 
 

2. Application saves the searched information and 
sends it to the Medclick Platform 

 

Table 2. Searching for Appointment Use Case Flow 

 

This use case (Figure 1 and Table 2) describes the scenario of the patient, authenticated or not, 

searching for a medical appointment. The application receives the search input, saves that information 

locally and sends it to the Medclick Platform. 

 

3.3.2.  Booking a Medical Appointment 

  

Fig. 2. Booking Medical Appointment Use Case 
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Use Case  Booking a Medical Appointment 

Actors • Patient 

• Medclick Platform 

Main Flow 
 

1. Patient registers or logs in to be authenticated. 
 

2. Patient chooses the health professional for the 
appointment. 

 
 

3. Patient chooses the date and time of the 
appointment 

 
 

4. Application books the appointment and sends the 
information to the Medclick Platform 
 

Table 3. Booking Medical Appointment Use Case Flow 

 

This use case (Figure 2 and Table 3) describes the scenario of the patient booking a medical 

appointment. The patient chooses the health professional, the date and time for the appointment, then 

registers or logs in. The application books the appointment and sends the information to the Medclick 

Platform. 
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3.3.3.  Push Notifications 

 

Fig. 3. Push Notification Use Case 

Use Case Push Notifications 

Actors • Medclick Platform 

Main Flow 
 

1. Medclick platform sends a push notification 
depending on the user’s location, patient history or 
search history. 
 

Table 4. Push Notification Use Case Flow 

 

This use case (Figure 3 and Table 4) describes the scenario of the Medclick platform sending a push 

notification to the application taking advantage of having at least one of the following information: 

user’s location, patient history or search history. 
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4. Implementation 

In this chapter it is described all the multiple aspects of the solution and the approach taken to create 

it. 

 

4.1.  Solution Approach 

Based on the research made about cross platform mobile application frameworks, the framework 

chosen was the React Native with Expo toolchain. With Native React it is possible to build a mobile 

application that is indistinguishable from a native mobile application built using Swift or Java because 

it uses the same building blocks as regular iOS and Android applications. It will provide a superior user 

experience than hybrid applications. All this using just JavaScript code without the need to learn swift 

or C#.  Features like hot reloading and simpler application deployment helped in the decision. 

After deciding the framework, the approach was to wireframe the application and all the 

functionalities it will have built in. It is in these wireframes where is important to check if the usability 

guidelines are being followed. 
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Figure 1 - Wireframe Example 

 

The next step was to start developing the application. The expo toolchain makes the initialization of 

the project a straightforward process. The command “expo init” gives several options to start the 

project. It was chosen a template with several example screens and tabs that were very similar to the 

design in the wireframes. After that it was a matter of developing screen by screen and feature by 

feature, testing them when implemented.  

The MedClick platform uses LoopBack API [25], an open-source framework for Node.js which, 

although not considered a specific implementation tool of this thesis, provides an API documentation 

interface, called API Explorer, which was very useful during the implementation phase of this thesis 

since it makes API operations easier to test and interact. 
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4.2.  Main process – Booking a Medical 

Appointment  

The medical appointment process starts in the main screen of the application, as represented below in 

the Figure 2, presenting the users with the MedClick logo and suggesting them to book their medical 

appointment. 

 

Figure 2 - Main Search Screen 

 

Users have 3 options in this screen: choosing a specialty, choosing a health professional or 

entering advanced search. After pressing the specialty button, users navigate to the screen shown in 

Figure 3. A section list of the specialties, divided by letter and sorted alphabetically. Users can also use 

the search bar to quickly find the wanted specialty. 
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Figure 3 - Screen with List of Specialties 

 

On the next screen (Figure 4), the user is presented with a map that includes the locations of 

the healthcare providers that have medical services of the selected specialty. In here, users can tap on 

any map pin to select a healthcare provider or skip this step and choose by name the health 

professional wanted. 

 

Figure 4 - Map Screen 
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In the main screen (Figure 2), if users pressed the health Providers instead of the specialties, 

they would skip the list specialties screen (Figure 3) and the map screen (Figure 4) and navigate 

directly to the screen below (Figure 5) where they can choose the preferred health professional. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Screen with List of Health Professionals 

 

After choosing the specialty, the health provider and the health professional, the user is 

presented with a screen containing all the information about the health professional as shown in 

Figure 6. In this screen, users can view the name of the health provider, contact, location, next 

availabilities, map with providers, rating and curriculum. 
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Figure 6 - Health Professional Information Screen 

 

When users select the desired date of the medical appointment, an alert appears on the 

screen to confirm all the choices made by the user, as presented in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Appointment Confirmation Alert 
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The next screen depends if the users are already logged in or not. If they are not logged in, a 

login screen will be presented (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 - Login Screen 

 

If the users are already logged in, they will be redirected to the Appointments tab, where they 

can review all past and future medical appointments booked through MedClick. An alert is shown 

letting the user know that the appointment is booked, as seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 - Appointment Booked Alert 

4.3.  Onboarding 

 

As described in Chapter 2, having an Onboarding screen is a very important aspect of the user 

experience of a mobile application. It gives users a quick and simple introduction the first time they 

open the application, explaining the basic functionality of it. For this solution it was chosen a simple 

swipeable card interface with four cards in total, showing just one at a time. The four cards chosen 

represent the four tabs of the application: Search, Appointments, Profile and Notifications. In each 

card, below the name of the tab is a small description of that section, in this case what the users will 

find and can do in that section. This way, before even interacting with the application, the users 

already know what to expect and where to find the functionality they are looking for. Only one card 

Figure 10 - Four onboarding screens presented to the user 
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appears in the screen at a time, however it is possible to see part of the next card, giving users the 

idea that there are more cards to see and interact. Below the cards there is an always visible button to 

skip this introduction screen. This gives users the chance to see all cards or just ignore the tutorial all 

together, not making them lose time with something they are not interested in.  

 

4.4.  Prioritize search before login 

All medical booking applications tested above, with the exception of Zocdoc, requested the user to 

login or register before even starting to use the application. This is a major obstacle to the users 

because when they are expecting to start to interact with the application, they have to go through a 

tedious login or register process. The objective with the MedClick mobile app is exactly the opposite, it 

is given freedom to the user to search and use all the functionalities that do not need login or 

registration. This includes searching for an appointment, either by specialty or by health professional, 

seeing the available healthcare providers and even receiving notifications based on the search history. 

This is achieved by creating a session linked to the device token, which can give the platform the 

ability to analyse the patients search history and notify them of a discounted appointment. 

The sections that need a user session are: 

• The confirmation of the appointment booking – Users can search all available 

appointments however they need to register or login before booking an appointment; 

• The appointment tab – without knowing the users it is impossible to know what 

appointments they have in the platform; 

• The profile tab – impossible to know the users’ information without them registering or 

logging in. 
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In the appointment tab and in the profile tab, when the user is not logged in, it is shown a 

simple button in the middle of the screen asking the user to login to access that information. 

 

4.5.  Notifications 

One of most important part of the solution are the notifications the application sends to the user. There 

are several scenarios where a notification should be deployed to the application: 

• When users enter a predetermined area, established by the MedClick platform, where it is 

available a mobile marketing campaign or some suggestion to the users of a certain location; 

• All the search history of the users is saved on the MedClick platform, where it can then be 

analysed to send suggestions of appointments and schedules based on that user’s history. 

When this happens it should be sent a notification to the user. 

• To remind users of upcoming medical appointments. The application sends a push notification 

to the user when the appointment date is close to make sure the user did not forget about it.  

For this to happen, when the user logs in the application, it sends to the server the token that 

identifies the device when receiving notifications, the ExpoPushToken. This token is then associated to 

the logged user. This way, anytime a notification is triggered to a specific user, the server knows what 

is the device to send the notification. 

Figure 11- Appointment and Profile tab with user not logged in 
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In the last iteration of the proposed solution, 45 seconds after a user confirms an appointment, 

a notification is sent simulating the notification the user would receive to make remind him of the 

appointment.  

 

Figure 12 - Notification Example 

 

 

Figure 13 - Notifications Screen 

 

4.6.  Weblogging of User Information 

All the requests made by the application to the platform are saved in order keep track of the users 

habits inside the application. This way it is possible for the users to receive notifications based on their 

search history, with suggestions for appointments or even discounted appointments.  
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5. Evaluation 

This chapter will describe the evaluation and user testing the solution went through. First it is 

described the iterative testing methodology and its contribution to the final solution. Then it is 

described all the Focused Group Test Scenarios and its results. Lastly it is discussed the limitations of 

these tests and the ideal test scenario.  

 

5.1. Iterative Testing Methodology 

The idea behind this methodology was for real users to test each iteration of the application. The 

thought was to have a mocked functional React Native Expo Client application that was shareable to a 

defined amount of users. Test users had to download the Expo Client application from their devices 

app store. Users on the Android platform received access to the test application simply by scanning a 

QR code on the Expo Client application. On the iOS side, the process was not that simple because 

the iOS Expo Client app does not support QR code application loading, due to system restrictions. So, 

in order to test on iOS systems, users had to login with provided test credentials on the Expo Client 

application. This account has the test application loaded so that the user can test it. When testing, 

users will always have access to a feedback tab on the application where they can give feedback 

about the current screen. After concluding the testing process, it is presented a small questionnaire to 

the users with questions about their age, gender, profession and education. All this information is sent 

to the MedClick servers, as well as the users’ location and information about the time spent on each 

screen of the application.  

This was planned to receive real users’ feedback and to improve the application in iterative 

steps, with the first functionality to be tested being the appointment booking process. The application 

was sent to several users however some flaws were discovered very quickly. In the logs it was visible 

that some users were not completing the full testing process. And others were stuck on the same 

screen for a long period of time. There were also duplicated logs, of users that reloaded the 

application and interacted again. Without more user feedback or closer monitoring, it is very difficult to 

be sure the cause of these errors, if they were happening because of user disinterest or because of 

user confusion and bad experience.  

In total, in this small first iteration test, it was gathered data from 11 trustworthy tests, detailed 

in the MobileLogs file included in Appendix A. 8 male test users and 3 female test users, with the 

average age being 29,4 years old. It was concluded that with these errors leading to such a small 

amount of data gathered, the testing approach should change and rely on focused group testing. 
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5.2. Focused Group Test Scenarios 

After the first small Iterative testing, it was decided to change the approach to a focused group testing, 

where the idea was to gather a small group of people to test the application in person. Each person 

was given three test scenarios where they had to perform certain tasks in both the MedClick mobile 

application and in two other medical booking applications reviewed in section 2.4, in this case the My 

CUF and the Joaquim Chaves Saúde applications. These applications were chosen because they 

were the most similar ones to the proposed solution, in the Portuguese market. 

To measure the impact of not having a login screen as the first interaction of the user with the 

application, users had to start each test without a logged session or any other preference in the 

application. Another reason for this was that neither My CUF or Joaquim Chaves Saúde retain the 

user login after exiting the application. So to make testing similar across all applications, login was 

needed in all scenarios.  

 

5.2.1.  Scenario 1 – Appointment Booking by Health 

professional 

The first scenario given to the test users was to book an appointment for a specific health 

professional. Starting without a session, users had to login when needed with the provided credentials, 

search exclusively for a specific health professional and try to book the appointment for a date of his 

or her choice. This scenario tries to measure the impact of having a quick option to select the desired 

health professional and test the premise that if a patient wants to have a medical appointment with a 

specific health professional, all other parameters are not that relevant. 

 

Application Average Time to 

Complete Scenario 

My CUF 

(Health Professional Maria de Vasconcelos) 

1m25s 

Joaquim Chaves Saúde 

(Health Professional Maria de Fátima Miguel) 

1m43s 

MedClick Mobile Application 

(Health Professional Maria Fernandes) 

53s 

 

Table 5 - Scenario 1 Results 
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 Most users had no problems in quickly identifying the search by health professional on the 

Medclick mobile application. This translated in the results above in Table 5, where users were in 

average more than 30 seconds quicker to complete the task comparing to the other two applications.  

 Another reason for this results were some bugs with the My CUF application that sometimes 

just loads blank screens and the user has to go back and try to submit the request again for the 

process to continue. 

 Also, on the Joaquim Chaves Saúde application, even when choosing a specific health 

professional and as referred in section 2.4.4, the application requires users to select the type of 

appointment. This translated in an extra step users had to go through, most of times to select the only 

option present, making this action completely unnecessary. 

 Lastly, one feedback received multiple times was to change the alert of Figure 7 to after the 

login screen when login is needed (Figure 8). That way the last step before booking the appointment 

was actually confirming it. 

 

5.2.2.  Scenario 2 – Appointment Booking by Specialty 

The second test scenario was to give users the task of booking another medical appointment but this 

time with the specialty as a main focus. Once again, users had to start without a session and login 

when needed to complete this scenario. All other parameters such as location, health professionals, 

date or others were completely optional and up to the user. This test tries to validate having the 

specialty parameter in the first step when trying to book a medical appointment. 

 

Application Average Time to Complete 

Scenario 

My CUF 

(Dermatology) 

1m08s 

Joaquim Chaves Saúde 

(Dermatology) 

1m11s 

MedClick Mobile Application 

(Dermatology) 

1m04s 

 

Table 6 - Scenario 2 Results 
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  In this test scenario, results were very similar across all applications, mainly because users 

had to through every step when booking the appointment. This confirms the importance of having an 

option for the user to search directly for health professionals. 

 

5.2.3.  Scenario 3 – Past and Future Appointments 

The third test scenario is simpler than scenario 1 and 2. It was given to the user the simple task of 

checking their past and future appointments. Like previous scenarios, users will have to login when 

required with the provided credentials. This scenario tests the utility of having a quick access to the 

patient’s past and future appointments, accessing it via a main tab in the main screen of the 

application. 

 

Application Average Time to 

Complete Scenario 

My CUF 44s 

Joaquim Chaves 

Saúde 

1m08s 

MedClick Mobile 

Application 

38s 

 

Table 7 - Scenario 3 Results 

 

 The times referring My CUF and Medclick mobile application are mainly the time users spent 

logging in because both applications have the appointments tab quickly accessible and in an intuitive 

manner. The Medclick mobile application has a label below the icon on that tab, however numerous 

users pointed the lack of contrast making it difficult to read and quickly identify it.  

 Several users were completely lost in the Joaquim Chaves Saúde application, because this 

tab does not have an intuitive name and many were looking in the appointments search section, 

confirming that having an option to search inside the tab with the past and future appointments is a 

good idea. 
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5.2.4.  Scenario 4 – User Profile Information 

The fourth and last test scenario is very similar to the third one. It is simply asked for users to review 

their profile information in the application. Once more it is asked for the user to login when needed 

with the provided credentials. This scenario tests the utility of having a main tab to access the user 

profile information, in the main screen of the application. 

 

Application Average Time to 

Complete Scenario 

My CUF 42s 

Joaquim Chaves 

Saúde 

46s 

MedClick Mobile 

Application 

37s 

 

Table 8 - Scenario 4 Results 

 

 Once again, most of the time spent in this scenario was due to login, and in here the majority 

of users had no problems finding the profile tab and completing the task. It should be noted that in a 

real world scenario, Medclick mobile application saves the user login when closing the application, 

dramatically improving these times. 

 

5.3. Limitations 

There are several limitations with these test scenarios.  

In the Iterative Testing Methodology, as described in section 4.1, there was several user 

created errors which translated in false results and made it hard to understand when the above 

average time spent in each screen was due to a bad user experience or simply due to user disinterest. 

After the failure of the first methodology, it was taken a focused group test with various test 

scenarios. This also has the limitation of not testing a broad enough audience and does not proof the 

advantages of the application contrasting with the web platform.  

The best test scenario would be with the platform fully functional and already deployed to a 

wide range of users and patients. In this case, it would be possible to verify if users use more the web 
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platform or the mobile application, if the mobile application brings new users to the platform and if they 

engage more with the platform because of the marketing efforts, mainly the mobile push notifications 

about location and history. 
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6. Conclusions 

The Medclick application is a fundamental part to the whole Medclick platform. As referred before, 

modern customers in most industries are already accustomed to frictionless booking, so having the 

ability to book a medical appointment in any device is a must have for the users.  

This thesis is focused in three main aspects: the development of a mobile application for the 

MedClick platform, exploring the mobile marketing possibilities available and ensuring the best user 

experience possible to all users of the application. The first aspect was dependent of the development 

of the platform however the research performed on the other two aspects introduced relevant features 

to the project. Introducing this application together with the platform will not only give more options to 

the users, but will also provide more features like relevant notifications to the user. This, 

complemented with ease of use, will ensure the customers a great experience when using the whole 

platform. 

 Through various scenarios, the application gave satisfying user experience results, even when 

not taking advantage of features like retaining the user login. This gives great confidence that the 

application would be well received by real world users.  

  

6.1. Limitations and Future Work 

During the development of this thesis, some difficulties and limitations were found. One of the major 

limitations of this thesis is that there are features whose impact can only be measured once the 

MedClick application is finished and deployed in a real world environment. For example, sending of 

marketing notifications. The main test scenario would be with the platform already deployed and 

working for a period of time, to be able to obtain usage data from real users and patients of the 

platform. After that, introducing the MedClick application fully functional would give more relevant data. 

It would be possible to measure if the users using the platform increased. It would be possible to 

determine if users receiving a mobile notification reduced the probability of not showing up for the 

appointment. It would be possible to measure if users book more medical appointments because of 

the mobile marketing efforts. This is the ultimate test the MedClick mobile application should go 

through, however it is only possible once the platform is fully operational. 

Besides testing other iterations of the application based on the user feedback received in 

testing, to test the location tracking feature on iOS it is required an Apple Developer account enrolled 

in the Developer program. This is important to test all features in all platforms before releasing the 

application to the public.  

 Other important aspect is the development of the features of the MedClick platform to trigger 

the mobile marketing notifications, as well as getting protocols with the healthcare providers to give 

users relevant discounts.    
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A. Appendix 

MobileLogs 

[{"timestamp":"2019-06-07T17:02:21.873Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":28},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:28.954Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":29},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:30.357Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":30},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:31.870Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-

71FC-4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":31},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:34.665Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":32},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:39.230Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":33},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:43.035Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapList","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":34},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:44.140Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":35},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:02:49.938Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":36},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:03:06.129Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-A227-

DBC84887D655","sessionid":"9ABD4398-07D6-49C9-9C2A-

726A68D31925","gender":"Masculino","age":"23","profession":"Estudante

","location":"38.73692638946037,-

9.302925435393911","education":"licenciatura","id":37},{"timestamp":"

2019-06-07T17:17:37.202Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"282F8987-7350-4351-B244-

9D0C4E50397E","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n
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ull,"education":null,"id":38},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:17:49.988Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-

4CD9-A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":39},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:18:14.138Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-4CD9-

A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":40},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:18:16.128Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-

4CD9-A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":41},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:18:17.108Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-

FCC6-4CD9-A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":42},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:18:25.099Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-

4CD9-A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":43},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:18:46.351Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-4CD9-

A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":44},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:18:50.569Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-4CD9-

A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":45},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:19:00.504Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-4CD9-

A911-76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":46},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

07T17:19:24.067Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"4A058ACB-FCC6-4CD9-A911-

76976F21FA95","sessionid":"65E571F5-1D91-45E9-B03A-

553309B74516","gender":"Masculino","age":"23","profession":"Desempreg

ado","location":"38.73687401883186,-

9.302886659288129","education":"mestrado","id":47},{"timestamp":"2019

-06-08T06:35:51.204Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-

416f-a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":48},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:36:01.844Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-416f-

a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":49},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:36:06.056Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-

b532-416f-a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n
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ull,"education":null,"id":50},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:36:10.308Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-

416f-a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":51},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:36:17.907Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-416f-

a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":52},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:37:00.405Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-

416f-a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":53},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:37:21.110Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-416f-

a70d-93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":54},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

08T06:37:51.685Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"2d3cf5af-b532-416f-a70d-

93f24c9b3257","sessionid":"979a852d-428f-42e9-be61-

e0055c33ad27","gender":"Masculino","age":"38","profession":"Gestor 

projeto","location":"38.7914525,-

9.1888244","education":"mestrado","id":55},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T17:28:48.273Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"3bc0a7d5-aff3-

482f-95eb-b24e4c2aebab","sessionid":"cde4a237-bd27-41ac-812d-

87c09c2e9b4a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":56},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T17:28:56.452Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"3bc0a7d5-aff3-482f-

95eb-b24e4c2aebab","sessionid":"cde4a237-bd27-41ac-812d-

87c09c2e9b4a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":57},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T17:28:58.366Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"3bc0a7d5-

aff3-482f-95eb-b24e4c2aebab","sessionid":"cde4a237-bd27-41ac-812d-

87c09c2e9b4a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":58},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T17:29:14.111Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"3bc0a7d5-aff3-

482f-95eb-b24e4c2aebab","sessionid":"cde4a237-bd27-41ac-812d-

87c09c2e9b4a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":59},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T17:29:21.992Z","type":"Feedback","screen":"MapList","content":"5🌟
","userid":"3bc0a7d5-aff3-482f-95eb-

b24e4c2aebab","sessionid":"cde4a237-bd27-41ac-812d-

87c09c2e9b4a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":60},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:01:46.006Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"8315c87d-fd13-

4c62-9eee-cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":61},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:01:47.200Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"8315c87d-fd13-4c62-

9eee-cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n
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ull,"education":null,"id":62},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:01:55.490Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"8315c87d-

fd13-4c62-9eee-cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":63},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:02:00.790Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"8315c87d-fd13-

4c62-9eee-cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":64},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:02:09.851Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"8315c87d-fd13-4c62-

9eee-cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":65},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:02:25.884Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"8315c87d-fd13-4c62-

9eee-cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":66},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T18:03:08.743Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"8315c87d-fd13-4c62-9eee-

cc16df0e1470","sessionid":"36fdeb2f-670d-4293-a337-

9db5a24d971b","gender":"Masculino","age":"27","profession":"Mecânica"

,"location":null,"education":"doutoramento","id":67},{"timestamp":"20

19-06-10T21:49:24.817Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":68},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:54:44.155Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":69},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:54:47.006Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":70},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:02.157Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":71},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:08.053Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":72},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:15.015Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":73},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:19.241Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":74},{"timestamp":"2019-06-
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10T21:55:22.549Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":75},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:24.921Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapList","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":76},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:25.954Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":77},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:27.518Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":78},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:27.518Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":79},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:28.287Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":80},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:30.156Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":81},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:55:32.917Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":82},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:57:08.757Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-BB56-

7E4778188C68","sessionid":"79BBB4E6-1202-42B2-A556-

4E9A3E29EDD1","gender":"Masculino","age":"24","profession":"Engenheir

o Informático","location":"38.89030816725439,-

9.361957496957956","education":"mestrado","id":83},{"timestamp":"2019

-06-10T21:59:48.980Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":84},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:59:49.976Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":85},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:59:50.951Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":86},{"timestamp":"2019-06-
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10T21:59:52.466Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":87},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:59:54.423Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":88},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T21:59:55.953Z","type":"Feedback","screen":"MapList","content":"","

userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-

18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":89},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:00:04.660Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":90},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:00:07.547Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"3A75322D-18F3-4C89-BF05-

FD5EB9C42001","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":91},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:00:26.296Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":92},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:00:27.296Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":93},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:00:29.035Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":94},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:15:42.090Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":95},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:15:43.256Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":96},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:15:46.313Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":97},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:15:47.336Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":98},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:15:49.757Z","type":"did 
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mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":99},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:15:53.823Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"64550042-F127-4408-A4A9-

CB6DD3B284B0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":100},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:16:36.220Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"C7D2F35C-D37E-49A9-AE53-

A22E72759143","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":101},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:17:02.084Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"C7D2F35C-D37E-49A9-AE53-

A22E72759143","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":102},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:17:02.815Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-

71FC-4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"C7D2F35C-D37E-49A9-AE53-

A22E72759143","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":103},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:17:04.278Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"C7D2F35C-D37E-49A9-AE53-

A22E72759143","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":104},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:17:06.994Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"C7D2F35C-D37E-49A9-AE53-

A22E72759143","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":105},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:17:10.181Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"C7D2F35C-D37E-49A9-AE53-

A22E72759143","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":106},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:15.135Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":107},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:20.923Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":108},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:22.362Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":109},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:24.517Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-

71FC-4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":110},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:26.263Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-
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4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":111},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:28.265Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":112},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:19:31.627Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"B563CB1E-2FE6-403E-9F9D-

46D3487DA3BD","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":113},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:20:09.263Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"A816F4DC-4567-495F-B671-

693B05E567A5","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":114},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:20:11.128Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"A816F4DC-4567-495F-B671-

693B05E567A5","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":115},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:20:11.876Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-

71FC-4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"A816F4DC-4567-495F-B671-

693B05E567A5","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":116},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:20:14.237Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"A816F4DC-4567-495F-B671-

693B05E567A5","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":117},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:20:16.150Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"A816F4DC-4567-495F-B671-

693B05E567A5","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":118},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:20:18.481Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"A816F4DC-4567-495F-B671-

693B05E567A5","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":119},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:48.450Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"5957FA2F-BCD8-43B2-AAD8-

A9DA7460566D","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":120},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:49.421Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"5957FA2F-BCD8-43B2-AAD8-

A9DA7460566D","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":121},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:50.343Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-

71FC-4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"5957FA2F-BCD8-43B2-AAD8-

A9DA7460566D","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":122},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:51.140Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-

4F1C-A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"5957FA2F-BCD8-43B2-AAD8-
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A9DA7460566D","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":123},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:54.012Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"5957FA2F-BCD8-43B2-AAD8-

A9DA7460566D","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":124},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:56.937Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2750A4BE-71FC-4F1C-

A227-DBC84887D655","sessionid":"5957FA2F-BCD8-43B2-AAD8-

A9DA7460566D","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":125},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:21:58.981Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"08B799C9-284F-43C3-B5BD-

14E0912E33A3","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":126},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:00.204Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"08B799C9-284F-43C3-B5BD-

14E0912E33A3","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":127},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:01.213Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"08B799C9-284F-43C3-B5BD-

14E0912E33A3","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":128},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:03.209Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"08B799C9-284F-43C3-B5BD-

14E0912E33A3","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":129},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:06.020Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"08B799C9-284F-43C3-B5BD-

14E0912E33A3","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":130},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:09.526Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"08B799C9-284F-43C3-B5BD-

14E0912E33A3","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":131},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:53.948Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"AB8834EB-04D8-4BC4-A513-

A9EC594BBA0B","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":132},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:58.204Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"AB8834EB-04D8-4BC4-A513-

A9EC594BBA0B","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":133},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:22:59.225Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-

83BA-4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"AB8834EB-04D8-4BC4-A513-

A9EC594BBA0B","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":134},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:23:00.434Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-

4A15-BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"AB8834EB-04D8-4BC4-A513-

A9EC594BBA0B","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n
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ull,"education":null,"id":135},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:23:03.325Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"AB8834EB-04D8-4BC4-A513-

A9EC594BBA0B","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":136},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:23:06.908Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"4A5F6DD1-83BA-4A15-

BB56-7E4778188C68","sessionid":"AB8834EB-04D8-4BC4-A513-

A9EC594BBA0B","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":137},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:26:31.825Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-7422-

484d-af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":138},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:26:48.312Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-7422-484d-

af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":139},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:27:11.402Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-7422-

484d-af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":140},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:27:33.868Z","type":"Feedback","screen":"MapList","content":"Bot

ão pequeno para tamanho da View","userid":"3da173d9-7422-484d-af96-

d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":141},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:27:36.904Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-

7422-484d-af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":142},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:27:45.118Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-7422-

484d-af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":143},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:28:00.537Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-7422-484d-

af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":144},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:28:30.908Z","type":"Feedback","screen":"MapList","content":"Lis

ta de opções na vertical e não na horizontal","userid":"3da173d9-

7422-484d-af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":145},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:28:39.966Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"3da173d9-7422-484d-

af96-d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":146},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

10T22:29:33.393Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"3da173d9-7422-484d-af96-

d4e81576d1f4","sessionid":"4293da5f-dd74-43f8-8add-

2928732178f0","gender":"Masculino","age":"24","profession":"Technical 

Consultant","location":"38.7246289,-
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9.1650848","education":"mestrado","id":147},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T10:20:06.089Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"C74D1556-449F-4A34-A559-

3723B18A939C","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":148},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T10:20:37.145Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-

87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"C74D1556-449F-4A34-A559-

3723B18A939C","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":149},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T10:20:40.478Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-

F7B7-4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"C74D1556-449F-4A34-A559-

3723B18A939C","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":150},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T10:20:48.883Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"C74D1556-449F-4A34-A559-

3723B18A939C","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":151},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:48:56.417Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"F50A50DF-DBBC-4724-AF45-

3608F42280E8","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":152},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:48:57.685Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-

87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"F50A50DF-DBBC-4724-AF45-

3608F42280E8","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":153},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:48:58.767Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-

F7B7-4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"F50A50DF-DBBC-4724-AF45-

3608F42280E8","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":154},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:49:03.428Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"F50A50DF-DBBC-4724-AF45-

3608F42280E8","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":155},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:49:06.989Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"F50A50DF-DBBC-4724-AF45-

3608F42280E8","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":156},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:50:22.462Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":157},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:50:30.462Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-

87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":158},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:50:31.992Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-

F7B7-4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":159},{"timestamp":"2019-06-
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11T12:50:33.160Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":160},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:50:35.045Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-

87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":161},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:50:51.997Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-

4669-87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":162},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T12:50:55.379Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-

87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":163},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T13:09:35.811Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-

87B2-960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":164},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T13:10:25.526Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"2A65E7A5-F7B7-4669-87B2-

960CFA1F3EA1","sessionid":"EFC9AB7C-37D8-49C2-8B07-

FA6760DE3471","gender":"Feminino","age":"20","profession":"Estudante 

","location":"47.078427902657964,15.45075537987709","education":"lice

nciatura","id":165},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T16:37:59.446Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"f29271d6-0977-

4357-bb05-354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":166},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T16:42:39.196Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"f29271d6-0977-4357-

bb05-354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":167},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T16:42:47.118Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"f29271d6-

0977-4357-bb05-354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":168},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T16:42:55.670Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"f29271d6-0977-

4357-bb05-354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":169},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T16:43:18.212Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"f29271d6-0977-4357-

bb05-354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":170},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T16:43:35.931Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"f29271d6-0977-4357-

bb05-354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":171},{"timestamp":"2019-06-
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11T16:44:47.192Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"f29271d6-0977-4357-bb05-

354737ca25b7","sessionid":"9bdacb6d-85fd-4a02-86e3-

bd8eede47628","gender":"Feminino","age":"47","profession":"Vendedora 

by","location":"38.7712293,-

9.3822702","education":"secundario","id":172},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:27:25.754Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-

49d2-b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":173},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:27:36.398Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-49d2-

b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":174},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:27:40.265Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-

f96d-49d2-b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":175},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:27:45.356Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-

49d2-b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":176},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:27:52.144Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapList","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-

49d2-b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":177},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:27:55.623Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-49d2-

b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":178},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:28:05.119Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-49d2-

b6c3-9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":179},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

11T19:28:24.009Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"a622d01d-f96d-49d2-b6c3-

9cf825acbe54","sessionid":"844948ba-2d60-443e-a3cc-

e587ba5a302c","gender":"Masculino","age":"23","profession":"Treinador

","location":"38.7631354,-

9.3499564","education":"licenciatura","id":180},{"timestamp":"2019-

06-13T21:05:32.859Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-

46B6-8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":181},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

13T21:05:55.750Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-46B6-

8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":182},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

13T21:06:12.142Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-

3C53-46B6-8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n
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ull,"education":null,"id":183},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

13T21:06:20.362Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-

46B6-8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":184},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

13T21:06:57.578Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-46B6-

8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":185},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

13T21:07:38.115Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-46B6-

8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":186},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

13T21:08:14.120Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-46B6-8072-

BCDC14676379","sessionid":"9E613DBE-BE24-4075-B358-

CE4D78CF1C17","gender":"Masculino","age":"53","profession":"Chefe","l

ocation":"38.71706219503144,-

9.4087828543716","education":"secundario","id":187},{"timestamp":"201

9-06-14T10:57:20.980Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-3C53-

46B6-8072-BCDC14676379","sessionid":"0DF49790-C8B5-4BDC-9583-

0862FB6F133F","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":188},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

18T16:48:08.876Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"541EC198-CD29-

45F3-8B92-BBF4AF1CC4E7","sessionid":"A8CAA162-789A-44E4-B210-

9651927E87F4","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":189},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

18T16:48:12.112Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"541EC198-CD29-45F3-

8B92-BBF4AF1CC4E7","sessionid":"A8CAA162-789A-44E4-B210-

9651927E87F4","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":190},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

18T16:48:13.791Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"541EC198-

CD29-45F3-8B92-BBF4AF1CC4E7","sessionid":"A8CAA162-789A-44E4-B210-

9651927E87F4","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":191},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

18T16:48:17.297Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"541EC198-CD29-

45F3-8B92-BBF4AF1CC4E7","sessionid":"A8CAA162-789A-44E4-B210-

9651927E87F4","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":192},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

18T16:48:23.882Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"541EC198-CD29-45F3-

8B92-BBF4AF1CC4E7","sessionid":"A8CAA162-789A-44E4-B210-

9651927E87F4","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":193},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

18T16:48:29.473Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"541EC198-CD29-45F3-

8B92-BBF4AF1CC4E7","sessionid":"A8CAA162-789A-44E4-B210-

9651927E87F4","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":194},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:38:10.796Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"2baf79b4-6b1b-42c4-8910-

416ae755746a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n
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ull,"education":null,"id":195},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:38:12.990Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-48fb-

9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"2baf79b4-6b1b-42c4-8910-

416ae755746a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":196},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:38:14.714Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"2baf79b4-6b1b-42c4-8910-

416ae755746a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":197},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:38:16.889Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-

65bd-48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"2baf79b4-6b1b-42c4-8910-

416ae755746a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":198},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:38:21.256Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"2baf79b4-6b1b-42c4-8910-

416ae755746a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":199},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:41:11.682Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"2baf79b4-6b1b-42c4-8910-

416ae755746a","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":200},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:04.604Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Welcome","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":201},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:13.603Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Search","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-48fb-

9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":202},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:14.773Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Feedback","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":203},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:16.448Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-

65bd-48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":204},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:18.936Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapScreen","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":205},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:24.488Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"MapList","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-

48fb-9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":206},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:42:26.387Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Medic","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-48fb-

9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":207},{"timestamp":"2019-06-
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19T14:42:42.815Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"Form","content":null,"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-48fb-

9dc5-42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":null,"age":null,"profession":null,"location":n

ull,"education":null,"id":208},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T14:43:09.530Z","type":"Form","screen":"FormScreen","content":null,

"userid":"dcb83e89-65bd-48fb-9dc5-

42f52ed8a5b2","sessionid":"63cc5095-fd9c-4eae-8e28-

d76818995c24","gender":"Feminino","age":"22","profession":"Estudante"

,"location":"38.7369337,-

9.302889","education":"licenciatura","id":209},{"timestamp":"2019-06-

19T19:20:09.006Z","type":"did 

mount","screen":"ListSpecialities","content":null,"userid":"2CCD73DF-
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